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Stock#: 89165
Map Maker: Gastaldi

Date: 1544
Place: Venice
Color: Uncolored
Condition: VG
Size: 37.5 x 27.5 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

Giacomo Gastaldi's First Published Map

An excellent example of Giacomo Gastaldi's highly significant first separate map production, the finest
16th-century map of Spain, published in Venice in 1544.

The map covers all of the Iberian Peninsula and the Pyrenees. The whole of the Peninsula is referred to as
"La Spaña", which invites notions of the Iberian Union, though that would not formally occur until 1580,
36 years later. The cartography for the map was supplied to Gastaldi by Don Diego Hurtado de Mendoza,
Spanish ambassador to Venice (1539-47) on behalf of Charles V. Bifolco & Ronca suggest that Don Diego
was introduced to Gastaldi through Giovanni Battista Ramusio, though Gastaldi had his own important
connections to the Venetian Senate.

Gastaldi first appears in the historical record in 1539, when he was granted a privilege to print a perpetual
calendar by the Venetian Senate.  The present map, dated 1544, is frequently considered to be Gastaldi's
first printed map, although some scholars believe that the map of Germany from the 1548 Gastaldi La
Geografia di Claudio Ptolemeo Alessandrino . . . may have been completed as early as 1542, as it bears
that date. However, it was not published until 1548 along with the rest of the atlas. According to Karrow,
Gastaldi's early interactions with Ramusio, including his participation in the latter's Navigationi et
Viaggi (first volume first published in 1550), helped to convince the former to pursue cartography as a full-
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time career.

Bifolco & Ronca (2018) tav. 456:

Giacomo Gastaldi's map of Spain constitutes the best cartographic rendering of the region from the
16th century. . . . the map of the Iberian Peninsula represents Gastaldi's first cartographic work. In
the dedication Gastaldi signs the map and introduces himself, Giacomo Castaldo Piemontese de Villa
franca, cosmographo. Alli Spettatori. Salute. Furthermore, he adds that the sources of the work are
the information provided to him by Don Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, Spanish ambassador to Venice
(1539-47) on behalf of Charles V, who was probably introduced to him by Giovan Battista Ramusio.
There are no known reprints.

Gastaldi's map is a grand landmark for the mapping of Iberian Peninsula, far superior to any map before. 
Gastaldi's map would exert an enormous influence on the subsequent peninsular cartography, providing a
remarkable compilation of toponyms, in which Castilian names are combined with others of Latin and
Catalan roots. Its careful composition includes the indication of climates and parallels with the duration of
the days noted along with the graduated margins.

Rarity

The map is very rare with no examples appearing on the market for over 20 years.

We note a single example at auction (Sotheby's 2000) and a single auction in a dealer catalog (Nebenzahl,
1983 -- likely this example).

Detailed Condition:
Four sheets joined as one. Some minor wear to the edges. Few repaired wormholes in the image.


